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Part 1
Introduction to ACT

Behavioural analytic approaches
CBT encourages us to
change the thoughts
– replacing negative
ones with positive
ones

thoughts

feelings

ACT acknowledges that
sometimes this is too
hard, so encourages us
to decrease the impact
the negative thoughts
have

behaviour

Acceptance and Commitment Therapy
Unhelpful thoughts or feelings can stop us
from living the life we want to live
ACT suggests that we can learn to accept the
negative thoughts and feelings and commit
to living the life we want to

ACT

Acceptance of
internal
experiences

Committing to a
values driven life

ACT Theory
Rooted in Relational Frame Theory
the human capacity to produce
words can either restrict or open up
behaviour
Relational Frame Theory: A simple summary. In
Coaching in Careers Blog
http://coachingincareers.blogspot.com/2019/06/re
lational-frame-theory-simple-summary.html

(Hayes et al., 2001)

Part 2
Underpinning Concepts

The ACT Hexaflex
Acceptance

The present moment

Learn to live with
negative thoughts

Be here now

Cognitive defusion
Thoughts are not reality

Self-as-context
Behaviour is not
identity

Psychological
Flexibility

Values
Know what matters

Making choices about
what influences your
behaviour

Committed Action
Just do it

Part 3
The Retirement Party: identifying goals

The Retirement Party
• Imagine yourself in the future, at your own
retirement party – your ideal retirement
party
• Have a look round the room. Who is there?
What are they saying about you?
• When everyone has arrived, your boss gets
up to make a speech about you
• What would you like your boss to say?
• Spend 5 minutes writing down some ideas
• From these thoughts, identify one specific
goal you would like to achieve

Part 4
The Matrix: identifying steps

The ACT MATRIX
TOWARDS

Who and what matters to
you?

What do you do to move
towards who and what
matters?

What qualities do you most
want to express?

INNER WORLD

NOTICING WITH
KINDNESS &
COMPASSION

WORLD OF
BEHAVIOUR

What do you do when
under the influence of
difficult or unhelpful
thoughts and feelings?

What shows up inside and
gets in the way of moving
towards who and what
matters?

(Polk, Schoendorkff,
Wester & Olaz, 2016)
AWAY

The ACT MATRIX
TOWARDS

• Join forces – contact colleagues
to collaborate
• Do more work with practitioners
• Do some research into ACT in
career conversations

Closer relationship
between research and
practice

INNER WORLD

NOTICING WITH
KINDNESS &
COMPASSION

• What impact could I really
make?
• It’s not what my boss wants
me to do
• I’m not a good enough
researcher
• I don’t know where to start

WORLD OF
BEHAVIOUR

• Inaction
• Action that goes no-where –
writing something but not
promoting it well
• Small scale action – working on
my own
AWAY

The ACT Matrix – your turn
• Draw an ACT Matrix on a piece of paper
• Put your retirement-party goal in the top left square
• Spend a few minutes on your own filling in all four squares
• Then I will put you in groups and you can talk to each other about
your Matrix plan

The ACT MATRIX
Who and what matters to
you?

TOWARDS

What do you do to move
towards who and what
matters?

What qualities do you most
want to express?
Use your retirement party
goal here
INNER WORLD

NOTICING WITH
KINDNESS &
COMPASSION

WORLD OF
BEHAVIOUR

What do you do when
under the influence of
difficult or unhelpful
thoughts and feelings?

What shows up inside and
gets in the way of moving
towards who and what
matters?

(Polk, Schoendorkff,
Wester & Olaz, 2016)
AWAY

• Comments and question?
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